
WORLD OF WORK – FIRST GRADE 
IMC Resources 

 
Firefighter – Civil Engineer – Technical Writer 

Registered Nurse – Florist – Mail Carrier 
Learning Intentions 

 
 

Firefighter 
 
Fire station (English/Spanish) (DVD) [81003] 
Explains the important role a fire station plays in keeping a community safe, and  
describes the different equipment and people found in the station. 15 min. 
 
The fire station (VHS) [20417] 
From the "Your Town" series, this visits a community fire station to show some of the  
many ways in which fire fighters and paramedics help people--from fighting a blazing  
fire to aiding an injured or sick person. Also shows how fire fighters help prevent  
fires by teaching about fire safety. 13 min. 
 
 

Civil Engineer 
 
 

Technical Writer 
 
 

Registered Nurse 
 

The adventures of curious George (DVD) [81036] 
Contains two stories written by Margret and H. A. Rey and a program on the making  
of the movies. CURIOUS GEORGE: The curiosity of a newly-captured monkey gets 
 him into continuous trouble, but he is saved by his friend, the man in the yellow hat. 
CURIOUS GEORGE GOES TO THE HOSPITAL: A curious monkey goes to the 
hospital after swallowing a piece of jigsaw puzzle. THE MAKING OF CURIOUS  
GEORGE: Reveals the behind-the-scenes magic of the making of these  
adaptations. 35 min. 
 
Hospital (English/Spanish) (DVD) [81004] 
Introduces children to the physical features of the hospital and describes the jobs of  
the people who work there to keep the community healthy. 15 min. 
 
 

 
 
 



Florist 
 

 
Mail Carrier 

 
Post Office (English/Spanish) (DVD) [81009] 
Introduces children to the post office, explaining what the post office is used for,  
what responsibilities the people who work there have, and the important role the  
post office plays in their community. 15 min. 

 
 

Learning Intentions 
 

The common sense game (DVD) [81043] 
Viewers will learn the meaning of common sense and will be motivated to think  
about possibly foolish actions before committing them. 11 min. 
 
A day’s work (DVD) [81132] 
When Francisco, a young Mexican-American boy, tries to help his grandfather find  
work, he discovers that even though the old man cannot speak English, he has  
something even more valuable to teach Francisco. Based on the book written by  
Eve Bunting. 14 min. 
 
Duck for president (English/Spanish) (DVD) [81133] 
Duck, tired of farm work, holds an election to unseat Farmer Brown, and after  
winning follows his political ambition all the way to the White House where he  
discovers the job of president is a lot of hard work. Based on the book written by  
Doreen Cronin. 14 min. 
 
The following instructions game (DVD) [81044] 
By remembering the rules "Pay attention all the way, listen to what they have to 
say," and "If you don't understand what you're told, then ask a question big and  
bold," Jack learns how to follow instructions.14 min. 
 
The Golden Rule game (DVD) [81045] 
Viewers will learn the meaning and importance of the Golden Rule and will be  
motivated to consider the feelings of others. 11 min. 
 
I can do it: taking responsibility (DVD) [81259] 
Open-ended scenarios are presented in which students are challenged to discuss  
the situation and decide on a responsible course of action. Includes a CD with  
teacher's guide. 20 min. 
 
It’s okay to say no (DVD) [81255] 
Helps students recognize they have the right to stand up for themselves when others  
pressure them to do something they prefer not to do or know is wrong. 13 min. 



School (English/Spanish) (DVD) [81010] 
Introduces viewers to what a typical day at school might be like and to the people  
that you'd find there, such as students, teachers, and the principal. Viewers will  
come to understand that the school can be a big place made up of many different  
parts like classrooms, the cafeteria, and the playground. School can be a very fun  
place, and viewers will learn that obeying the rules of the school plays a big part in  
making it a pleasant and safe place to learn. 15 min. 
 
Share your feelings, use your words (DVD) [81266] 
In this music video featuring a spaceman narrator and a robot who speaks in 
rhymes, students learn that when they use words to explain their feelings, they will  
be much more likely to resolve their problems. Includes CD with teacher's guide.  
13 min. 
 
Wise Owl bully stopper kit (DVD) [81050] 
Live-action programs are hosted by a cartoon character, Wise Owl, who encourages  
young viewers to learn more about what bullying is and how it can be stopped.  
Includes teacher's guide. 32 min. 


